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!
ABSTRACT [
!
i
Time history of a PCA on July 7-10, 1966 was analyzed using
16 riometers in the northerr _lar region and concurrent satellite
observations of solar cos'- . L'adiations. The PCA was attributed
to a solar flare of importance 3 observed at 00:25 U.T. on July 7,
that was accompanied by a major radio outburst of type IV. Time
variation in the SID effects was very similar to those in solar
microwave impulsive bursts and hard X-rays observed by the sat-
ellite OGO-3. The first onset of PCA was noticed at 01:20 U.T. at
Shepherd Bay, Canada which is located 10° from the northern pole,
and the slight enhanced ionization of a few tenths of db covered the
whole north pole region before 02:00 U.T. On the other hand,
auroral zone sta:ions observed the PCA after 02:00. The two-
stepped onset of the PCA corresponds to the differential arrival of
solar electrons and protons at the earth, detected by the satellite
IMP-3. The flux of 40 kev electron bursts observed by the satellites Explorer
33 and IMP 3 can explain the first onset of a slight PCA near the geo-
magnetic pole. The PCA in the polar region marked a maximum of
2.5 db on 30 Mc/s at 13:00 on July 7, and then decayed gradually
until it went down below 5.3 db after 23:45 on July 8. There was no
discontinuous decrease in absorption in polar riometer as observed
in the interplanetary proton intensity in association with ,an inter-
planetary shock wave, while the auroral zone stations observed a t
pronounced Sudden Commencement Absorption. The lowest latitude
of the PCA during geomagnetically calm period was some 63" in the
corrected geomagnetic latitude° After the onset of geomagnetic
disturbances, the PCA was superposed by the AZA that appeared
even in the lower auroral zone.
Q
*SeniorResearch Associate, National Academy of Sciences, National Academy
of Engineering, Radio Research Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan.
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THE POLAR CAP ABSORPTION ON JULY 7-10, 1966 _
_TRODUCTION
The general morphology of PCA events has been studied ex_ensively by
means of riometers, world-wide ionogxams, and other radio propagation tech-
niques, using a number o; even[.s that were observed daring the last sunspot cycle
(Bailey, 1964; Obayashi, 1964, and papers cited there). The most detailed
spatial patterns of PCA events were obtained during the IGY, 1957-58, when a
comprehensive network of ionosphere soundings was in operation (Hakura and
Nagai, 1964; Hakura, 1965). In recent years, artificial satellites have been in-
strumented appropriatelyand have detectedin space the solar cosmic radiations
responsiblefor the PCA. Comparisons between solar cosmic radiationsand
riometer absorptions have increased knowledge of spatial and time-variations
in PCA events (Van Allen, Lin and Leinbach, 1964; Leinbach, Venkatesan, and
Parthasarathy, 1965; Chivers and Burrows, 1966; Reid and Sauer, 1967).
The July 7-10, 1966 events are one of typical solar-terrestrial disturbances
in the current solar cycle, where more sophisticated observations of the solar
cosmic radiations are available. It is believed worthwhile to analyze the world-
wide time history of the PCA and compare the results with the concurrent sat-
e;lite observations. Special attention will be paid to the onset phase of the ._
PCA in connection with the differential arrival of solar electrons and protons _
observed by the satellite, IMP-3(McDonald and C1_n_196_; I_n and Anderson, :_
1967). Previous analysis of the present PCA event are also reviewed (Imhof, _
Musser, Oelermann, and Vo!z, 1966; Masley, 1966).
A SOLAR FLARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PC& ON JULY 7-10, 1966
The PCA on July 7, 1966 may be correlatedwith a solar Ha-flare ofim-
portance 3 observed at N35,W48 in McMath plage region 8362 at 00:25 U.T.
The flare was accompanied by major radio outbursts of type IV which displayed Ja complex feature over wide frequency range. Figure 1 shows a dynamicspectrum of the ot:tbursts in a frequency interval 200-9400 Me/s, inferred
from seven single-frequency-observations listed in Table 1. The increments
of flux density from preburst levels (see Table 1) are graded into eight steps |
shown in the fsr right side of Figure 1.
Tl_e outbursts in the present frequency range are characterized by six
main peaks that appeared with different peak-frequencies in the course of the
solar disturbance. The first and the second outbursts were observed at 00:28
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Table 1
Solar Radio Observatories, Frequencies,
and Corrected Pre-burst Levels
Observatory Frequency Corrected Pre-burst Flux Level
Nagoya, Japan 9400 Mc/s 284
Nagoya, Japan 3750 120
Penticton, Canada 2709 93
Nagoya, Japan 2000 75
Nagoya, Japan 1000 57
Hiraiso, Japan 500 38
Hiraiso, Japan 200 12
and 00:30 U.T. with their peak intenf ities at frequencies greater than 9400 Mc/s.
The most outstanding outburst covering wide frequency range down to 200 Mc/s,
occurred around 00:38 with peak intensity at about 9400 Mc/s. The second m_d
third outbursts are related to two maximums in the H_-flare shown in the top
of Figure 1, and classified as the impulsive microwave bursts. An impulsive
microwave burst is ascribed to gyro-synchrotron radiation from energetic
electrons created in the flash phase of a flare and gyrating in the sunspot mag-
netic field. A major part of high ener_,r electrons stream into the middle
chromosphere in which they lose their energy by hard (20-500 key) X-rays
(Winckler, 1963). Winckler (1967) observed a burst of X-rays (10-50 key) at
the time of the impulsive micro bursts on July 7. Cline and Hones (1967) using
OGO-3 data showed that the impulsive bursts coincide accurately in their com-
mencements and even in detailed features, with the hard X-ray burst (>75 key
and >450 key).
Information of softer (1-10 kev) X-rays are not available (StlM satellite
NRL, CRPL-FB,265) except after 01:44 U.T. The time variation in soft X-rays
may be estimated from that in an ionospheric SID except a blunting effect due
to the ionosphere sluggivhness (Hakura, 1966). Figure 2 shows a SID effect on
cosmic noise intensity observed at Penticton, Canada. Two-stepped drops at
' 7 00:28 and 00:35 correspond to onset times of the major impulsive bursts of
! microwave. The time variation in X-rays of 1-10 kev would be similar to that
inh__.rderY-rays observed by the satelliteOGO-3 (Clineand Hones, 1967).
_ After the microwave impulsive bursts, followed the second phase of out-
I bursts; the fourth, fifth and sixth peaks of radio emission are observed around01:02, 01:24, and 01:5'1 respectively in lower micro and decimeter wave regions.
!
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The type IV outbursts extend down to meter wave region, suggesting the pro-
duction of I0 key - 1 Mev electrons in the higher corona beyond the tight bound
of sunspot magnetic field. It has been statistically established that the type IV
outburst has a close correlation with the onset of a PCA event (Hakura, and ._
Goh, 1959).
ONSET PHASE OF THE PCA EVENT
Aecordfng to a privatecommunication from G. C. Reid (December 1966_,
most of antarcticstationswere in darkness duringthe July 7 event and the
absorptionwas barely noticeableand cannot be measured with any accuracy.
Thus, furtherdiscussionwillbe confined-':_the PCA event observed at northern
hemisphere stations.
Information of enhanced ionizations used in the present study were ob-
tained from 16 riometers, 6 additional vertical soundings, and 2 VLF propaga-
tion records located in the northern hemisphere. The station names, abbrevia-
tions, operating frequencies, and station locations in the geographic and
corrected geomagnetic coordinates are shown in Table 2. The abbreviated
stationnames and theirlocations(dots)are shown in the geographic coordinates ?
in Figure 3, where iso-corrected latitude 40 °, 50 _, 60 °, 70°, 80° are expre._sed
by oval-shaped thick lines. All the riometers except at Penticton, Canada used :_
antennas with a half power beamwidth of about 60 ° and operated on a frequency
near 30 Mc/s. The absorption values (A db) were obtained by first obtaining a
quiet day variation for each system. When no riometer data are available, ab-
sorptions on 30 Mc/s are estimated from f min values, using an empirical
i relation j1A(db) = _- Af rain (Mc/s) ,
where Af min is the deviation of f min from its monthly median. _
Absorptions observed at 11 stations in the time interval 00:00 through
06:00 U.T. on July 7 are shown in the lower part of Figure 4. They are arrangedo
in order of their corrected geomagnetic latitudes which are indicated in par-
enthesis. Following the immediate SID effect which was typically shown by
Penticton data (hatched in the top), polar stations north of _epherd Bay marked
the onset of a PCA before 02:00 U,T. The first onset of PCA was observed at
01:20 U.T. at Shepherd Bay which was located 10° from the northern pole (Masley,
1966). However, auroral zone stations including Churchill, Canada (79.5_ and
Kotzebue, Alaska (64.2 °) observed PCA after 02:00 U.T. The lowest latitude
3
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Table 2
Station Names, Abbreviations, Operating Frequencies, and Station
Locations, Used for the Present Analysis
Corrected
Station Abr Freq. Geo_o-raphic Geomagnetic i
LatitudelLongitude !Latitude! Longitude I !
1 i I 86.0 38.1
...... I i PThule, Greenland TH ]0 Mc/s 76.6N 291.3 E i
Resolute Bay, Canada RE + 30 fmin 74.7 265.1 I 84.3 306.0
Shepherd Bay, Canada SH 30 68.8 266.6 I 79.5 321.3
Churchill, Canada CC 30 58.8 265.8 ] 70.3 325.9
Great Whale Rv., Canada GW 30 55.3 282.2 I 68.2 354.1
Dixon Is., USSR DX 32 73.5 I 80.4 67.9 154.7
Fort Yukon, Alaska FY 30 66.6 J 214.7 671 260.7
Reykjavik, Iceland RY 20,30,40 64.1 338.3 66.5 71.2
Troms_, Norway TR 27.6 69.4 19.0 I 66.0 105.2
College, Alaska CO 30 64.9 212.2 64.9 260.3
Moosonee, Canada MS 30(p) >51.5 279.3 _>64.6 348.5
Kiruna, Sweden KI_ 27.6 67.8 20.5 64.3 104.9
Kotzebue, Alaska KZ 30 66.7 197.5 64.2 247.8
Healy, Alaska HY J30 63.8 211.0 63.7 260.2
Ottawa, Canada OT +30(p) fmin >45.4 284.3 >58.9 355.7
Penticton, Canada PE 22 49.5 240.4
Lyckse!e, Sweden LY* f min 64.6 18.8 61.2 101.4
Kenora, Canada KE* f rain 49.9 262.6 61.1 323.5
St. John's, Canada ST* t" min 47.6 307.3 58.3 29.8
Nurmij_rvi, Finland NU* f min S0.5 24.6 56.6 103.5
Slough, England SI _INPM 51.5 359.4
Maul, Hawaii MUJ 26.1 kc/s 20.8 203.5
Payerne, Switz. PY_ !NPG 46.8 6.9
Jim Creek, USA JCJ 18.6 kc/s 48.2 238.1
station of appreciable PCA _as Healy, Alaska (63.7°), where a PCA started at
about 04;00 U.T.
Since the absorption recorded by a riometer during a PCA event varies
by a factor of about 4 between day and night, a standardized absorption should
be used for detailed discussions. However, an onset time could easily be de-
termined except for Moosonee (64.6 °) where it was difficult to fix an onset time
l because of slightness of a PCA (D. H. Jelly, private communication, February
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1967). Latitude dependence of the _.efinite onset of PCA is shown in the upper
part of Figure 4. In spite of minority of observing points, the general sequenae
is quite similar to the pattern of PCA initial phase obtained on the analysis of
world-wide f min records during the IGY 1957-58, that the initial phase of PCA
consists of at least three characteristic stages; the first stage is obser_red
as a slightly enhanced ionization near the gecmag_._etic pole; the second stage
as a remarkable development of PCA in the polar cap above 65°; and the third
stage as an extension of the enhanced ionization to lower latitude zones (Hakura,
1967). It has been suggested that the result is due to differential precipitation
of solar electrons, protons, and a-particle_.
i
Actually, the satellites IMP-3 and OGO-3 detected a diffe_-enti_': invasion i
of solar electrons and protons duri_,g the initial phase of July event. _,ccordi:_;
to McDonald-Cline (1967), the IMP-3 observed a 3 Mev electron burs_ that
started at abcut 01:00 U.T. and lasted about 2 hours. The energy spectrum in
the interval 3-10 Mev was expressed by a power law (kE) -s. Concurrently with
the Mev electrons, a burst of _-hO key electrons was observed by the
satellites IMP-3 and Explorer 33(Lin and Anderson,1967). According to
a private communication from Lin, R.P. (1967), the Explorer 33 observed
the onset of the e_ectron burst at about Ol h U.T. A flux value of
_1500 electrons/cm_.sec.ster ms obtained before _02:00, and it became
difficult to detect furth,_*rtime-_ariations in electrons because of
considerable proton cont':ibutionsto the Geiger counter that started
at about 02:00 U.To The empirical relationship be-
tween the precipitating flu _ (cm -_ sec-i ster-1) of E > 40 key electrons and
the magnitude of broad beam absorption at 30 Mc/s could be expressed as
A(db) = 3.3 × 10-3¢N(>40kev)
when the precipitation is isotropic (Parthasarathy et al, 1966). Taking the 40 1
kev electron flux of>1500 cm- 2 .,.ec- _ ster- 1, an estimated absorption is\
A(db)_, 1.3 x 10-I
_ which is comparable wi_h the absorption of a few tenths of db observed in the '
pole stations in the first phase of the PCA, at 01:20 - 02:00 U.T. on July 7.
On the other hand, the satellite IMP-3 observed the onset of _100 Mev
protons after 02:00 U.To(blcDonald-Cline, 1967). Since the energy range of solar
protons effective on PCA is 1-100 Mev, the proton invasion after 02:00 U.T.
• explains the second phase of the PCA observed over the whole polar cap.
It has been known that a trans-polar cap Very Low Frequency (VLF) propa-
gation is a sensitive detector of PCA events (Bates and Albee, 1964). During __
the July event, VLF experiments along two transpolar circuits (dotted lines in
_ Figure 3) were in operation by HRB-Singer Inc (Imhof, Musserm Oelbermann,
and Volz, 1966). Figure 5 shows the phase deviations (middle) and relative
amplitude variations (bottom) of NPG (18.6 kc/s) and NPM (26.1 kc/s) re-
i ceived in Europe, along with Penticton riometer (top), in the time interval of
5
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00:00 through 05:00 U.T. on July 7. Concurrently with the Pentictc. S!D, Sudden
Phase Anomalies (SPA's) were prc, duced over both of the high-latitude
VLF paths. At approximately 01:20 U.T., a second but slower phase advance
began on both signals, showing an onset of a sligh_ PCA event. At about 02:00
U.T. the signal strength (bottom) also began to decrease because of intensified
PCA. The two-stepped onset pattern in the VLF-PCA seem to correspond to '-
those in the riometer-PCA discussed above.
GENERAL VIEW OF ABSORPTION EVENT OBSERVED ON JULY 7-10, 1966
Figure 6 shows the time history of cosmic noise absorptions at Thule (86.0 °
in corrected geomagnetic latitude), Fort Yukon (67.1°), and Healy, Alaska (63.7°i
on July 7 through 10, 1966. Figure 7 shows latitude profiles of 30 Mc/s absorp-
tions, along with the time variation of geomagnetic activity expressed by plane- m_::
tary Kp indices. The absorption is graded "v:.) :_ree ranges as shown in the right
top of Figure 7.
Since Thule is located near the geomagnetic pole and sin_:(_ the event oc-
curred in July when the ionosphere above Thule was continuou:,ly sunlit, the
time history of Thule record shows a time variation of solar ,,o,_:_:_ic ray flux.
Chiver and Burrows (1966) -,btained an emuirical relation
N(1.5 -E<TMov) = (2× 10"_)A 2"°
"i
at the South Pole with a 30 Mc/'r ri.,meter during Septem}_ • 1963 events. _
Tt, _ PCA at Thule marked a ma_r.,_u_ of 2.5 db at 13:0:, : : _u July 7_ showing
that the maximum flux of 1.3-7 Me'/pro_. :'_ _,,as _:_ne : 10 4 cm-2 sec" 1
sr_r- 1. The PCA then decayed gradually un_J1 it _,:.,nt u: ,: below 0.3 db after
23;45"U.T. on July 8. Van Allen and Ness (196"/) obse'c_:d a di__tinctive, dis-
continuous drop in the intensities of solar protons flu:: _,vlth energy around
0.5 Mev at 21:06 UoT. on July 8, in association with a._ interplanetary shock
wave that corresponds ¢o the terrestrial sudden commencement (SC) at 21:02.2
U.T. IIowever, there was no discontinuity in the Thuie riometer records around
the time of the SC. The absorption at 21:00 was 0.7 db, and it took some 4
hours before it went down below its half value. The same situation was ob-
served by the Resolute Bay f rain which indicates the flux of solar protons in
somewhat lower energy regions. The difference between interplanetary protons
and those precipitating upon the polar cap should be examined in further details.
The absorption at Ft. Yukon (67.1 °) showed a typical time variation which
is usuaUy seen at the lower edge of the polar cap (Leinbach, Venkatesan, and
I
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P. rthasarathy, 1965). The ratio of absorption Fort Yukon/Thuie decreased in
the local afternoon on July 7, but increased after 00:00 15.T. on July 8 along
with the enhanced geomagnet 2 activity. In the pre-geomagnetic disturbance
pe:riod, Healy, Alaska (63.7 °) was the lowest latitude station whicb marked the
PCA effect. :,
At the time of sudden commencement, 21:02 _ . ,:1 July 8, the auroral zone
stations including Churchill (70.3 °) and Healy (63A:; observed a pronounced en-
hat cement of absorption, called the SCA (Sudden Commencement Absorption).
intermittent but outstanding absorptions were observ,_d throughout the geomag-
netic active period, especially in the local mghttime of the observatories. The
AZA's (Auroral Zone Absorption) are associated with polar geomagnetic dis-
turbances and auroral displays.
Figure 8 shows the latitude profiles of cosmic noise absorptions at 6
selected stages in the course of the PCA and AZA events. The numbers (1)
through (6) correspond to those shown in Figure 7. These profiles are pre-
liminary and need some correction, since the absorption in the polar cap edge
is subject *o a diurnal change in the geomagnetic cutoff as well as to the sun-
light effec_ (Chivers and Burrows, 1966). However, these fi_,rures give a gen- " •
eral idea of time sequence _f absorption profiles throughout the event. At
01:45 on July 7 (1), an absorption of a few tenths of db was observed in the pole
T,
region, while all riometers above 64.2 ° observed the PCA at 02:30 (2). _k_ !
08:00 on July 7 (3), the lowest latitude of PCA attained to 63.7 °. The dotted
and chain lines in the profiles (5) 03:00 on July 9 and (6) 09:00 show the _
Auroral Zone Absorptions in American and European regions respectively.
i
SUMMARY
•_ riometp.rs,6 verticalsoundings,and 2VLF propagatio_records in the
northern polar regionwere used to analyzethe development patternof a PCA
on July 7-10, 1966. The resultsobtainedare summarized in ,,,h:Itfollows:
1. The PCA isattributedto a solarflareofimportcnce 3 ub_erved at
00:25U.T. on July 7,thatwas accompanied by a major radio outburstoftype
IV. Time variationin the SID effectson a Pentictonriometer was very sim-
ilartothose in solar microwave impulsivebursts and hard X-rays observed
. by the satellite OGO-3 (Cline and Hones, 1967).
2. The first onset of PCk was observed at 01:20 U.T. at _epherd Bay,
Canada which is located 10 _ from the northern pole, and the slight vnhanced
ionization of a few tenths of db covered thewhole north pole region before
02:00 U.T. On the other hand, auroral zone stations observed the PCA after
i
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02:00. The two-stepped onset of the PCA corresponds to the differential arrival
of solar electrons and protons at the earth, observed by the satellite IMP-3
(HcDonald-Ul.£ne, 1967). The flux of 40 key electron bursts, 1500 electrons
cm- 2 sec- : ster- _, observed by the same satellite can explain the first onset
of a slightPCA near the geomagnetic pole (IXn and Andersonj _._67).
- i3. The PCA in the pole region marked a maximum of 2.5 db at 13:00 on
July 7, and _en decayed gradually until it went down below 0.3 db "after 23:45 ol i
July 8. There was no SC-assocated discontinuousdecrease inabsorptionas !
obser.,edinthe interplanetaryprotons (Van Allen and Ness, 1967),whilethe i
auroral zone stations including Cburchill (70.3°) and Healy (63.7 °) observed a |
pronounced SCA.
The lowestlatitudeofenhanced ionizationinthe pre-geomagnetlc _torm
stagewas some 63° inthe corrected geomagnetic latitude.After the onset
of geomagnetic disturbances,the PCA was superposed by the AT_A thatap-
peared even inthe lower auroralzone.
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" partly, respectively.
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Figure 4. Initial Phase of PCA on July 7, 1966. Upper Figure: Latitude De-
pendence of Definite PCA Onset Time, and the SID Observed at Penticton
(Hatched). Lower Figures: Variations m Absorption Observed at 11 Stations,
, Whore Definite Onset Times are Indicated by Arrows.
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